NEW POLYPHONIES
A collaboration intersecting performance, sound art and music

--- Myriam Van Imschoot/Fabrice Moinet/Hyoid

In the historical polyphony the weaving of voices was certainly
aided by the architecture of churches and cathedrals, whose
particular acoustics helped the separate voices to bleed into one
transcending blend. In the more 'disenchanted' environments of
modern recording studios and concert halls other alliances are due.
For NEW POLYPHONIES we construct a grid with loudspeakers
that shower the sound from above. As the grid is mechanized it can
lower and rise; like a 'mobile sky' it creates different distances and
intensities of sound experience for the public underneath. Also the
light design, consisting of light objects, works with similar cycles of
intensity in an automatized procedure.
Showering sound, sprinkling sound, a sound 'sphere' as a
malleable dome for an audience to be immersed in. Polyphonies
are surfacing before they disappear again in textures that function
like small eco-systems. The 'under' and 'above' resonates with a
quote of Gyorgy Ligeti about micropolyphony as an 'underwater
world', a key to our process.

"You hear a kind of impenetrable texture, something like a very densely woven cobweb. I
have retained melodic lines in the process of composition, they are governed by rules as
strict as Palestrina's or those of the Flemish school, but the rules of this polyphony are
worked out by me. The polyphonic structure does not actually come through, you cannot hear
it; it remains hidden in a microscopic, under-water world, to us inaudible."
(Ligeti in conversation, p.13-14)

NEW POLYPHONIES
Polyphony is achieved musically, sonically and
technologically through the recording of amplified and miked
voices. In concert, sound recorder Fabrice Moinet is the sixth
voice, next to the 5 singers of Hyoid. With various devices he
records live the singing and feeds it back into performance as
building stones in an increasingly complex work, where live
and mediated voice coexist and contaminate one another.
Phonography is a term used by Jean-Yves Macé to indicate
the entire set of practices to create sonic documents through
recording. In NP the process of sonic documentation is used
as musical instrument and allows for the supplementing of
live voices with mediated voices, the experimentation with
time perceptions and a transformation key to this project: the
concert becomes installation.

NEW POLYPHONIES is conceived as a
compostion for 5 singers and 1
phonographer that turn a concert into an
installation. The concert is the motor of a
machine that can keep evolving without the
live input of the singers. The prolongation
of performance into postperformance is
possible because the apparatus
(loudspeakers, microphones, mechanic
grid, light, acoustics of the environment)
has its own agency that can be automated.
In the course of one evening the audience
shifts from concert goer to installation
visitor. In some places the installation
remains open for multiple entries in which
each time one can hear the further
development of a durational work.

This and most other photos are taken by Myriam
Van Imschoot in the research residence at KWP
Pianofabriek, March 2019

Team
Concept: Myriam Van Imschoot and Fabrice Moinet
Composition and realization: Myriam Van Imschoot, Fabrice Moinet, HYOID
HYOID contemporary voices: Jean-Manuel Candenot (bass), Gunther Vandeven
(baritone), Els Mondelaers (mezzo-soprano), Fabienne Seveillac (mezzo-soprano),
Andreas Halling (tenor).
Phonographer and sound engineer: Fabrice Moinet.
Autoharpist: Myriam Van Imschoot

NEW POLYPHONIES
COMPOSITION: COMMUNITY OF VOICES
The composition is based on 'cells' that are developed in a
collective process. The purpose is to create with the
accumulation and layering of cells a community of voices,
past and present, in a work that can be perceived as a
palimpsest.
Each cell has a distinct register and its own poetic genealogy.
One category of cells relate to the 'revisiting of existing
musical works' (like Bach, Ligeti, Purcell, an anonymous
medieval song) that are polyphonized, depolyphonized,
metabolized. Other categories of cells stem from investigating
microtones (microscopic ascending and descending,
tuning/retuning) or they relate to quotes from literature on
polyphony and are used in text-sound compositions, etc.
Together the materials constitute a mini-archive that can be
activated.The composition leaves room for slots to improvise
with a set of uniquely developed tools, like harmonic
clustering, modal shifts.
Polyphony is here team-work, a cooperation, with all
members multitasking and fabricating. In the installation they
keep permutating according to similar principles of mutation
and permutation.

Research residence at KWP. Pianofabriek, March 2019. Polyphonizing and repolyphonizing documents, recording a sound archive.

NEW POLYPHONIES

Comments from notebooks Myriam
Van Imschoot
Note: Myriam Van Imschoot received a grant from the
Flemish Government to conduct research for New
Polyphonies. This was supported by KWP. Pianofabriek,
Musica, Sarma, Q-02, Netwerk Aalst, Workspace Walter
(i.c.w. Cohort). The resarch consisted of two exploratory
residences with Hyoid and Fabrice Moinet, a lab on
decolonizing polyphony curated with Ismail Fayed, as
well as a trajectory of experiences, literature, meetings,
conferences. A selection from observations in the
notebook.
"Although we use technology to expand a community of
voices within a concert that can continue as an
installation without live input of singers, although we
work with intricate systems, time warpings or 'thick time',
special improvisation rules next to written arrangements,
etc the ultimate goal is not yet another formal exercise in
search of marvel. All these compositional choices are
merely tools to make a plot of a different order. For I'm
interested in the sonic imaginaries that polyphony can
trigger beyond virtuosity, and that includes social
imaginaries. References to 'humanism', 'democracy', 'the
rise of the individual' are so typical for discourses on
historical polyphony, but my resistance to those easy
made allusions may be because I feel uncomfortable
with the legacy of humanism (The terror of humanism,
Merleau-Ponty called it) and the narratives of progress
that has taken the renaissance ideals into an abysmal
meltdown of our planet. I look for an ecology of
polyphony that decenters the human ego, hence, the
vocalist too." (March 2019)

Myriam Van Imschoot - Experimenting with graphic scores that encompass various building stones and layers.

"The real focus is to fine-tune polyphonic perception as
one that trains to listen to the diversity and the difference
of voices in a mix. For there's not much avail to hail
multiple voices if our ears not follow and capture them in
their own way. Experimenting with different vocal
constellations we invite different social associations. In
the end we create nothing more or less than allegory."
(After attending Transformations of the Audibile in Den
Hague, May 2019)

NEW POLYPHONIES
Additional sample
Warping time or thick time is a procedure where the singers work with canon in an altered way. They
polyphonize a 'seed' or 'material' by each starting the song with one or more counts difference. Each
singer has a microphone that records his/her voice while the voices of the neighboring singers are picked
up too, be it less in the foreground. The recordings are integrated in a 5 track composition, where each
track is realigned so that the song seems again 'linear'. However, in the depth of the sound one hears a
thickness, layers of past voices in delay. This creates a complex understanding of temporality as a
compressed cushioning. Thick time or warping of time, it was called in the research residence.
Production frame
2019
Spring 2020
July 2020

Research residencies at Pianofabriek and Walter in Brussels
Creation residencies at Buda, Kortrijk, La Muse, Paris and Pianofabriek in Brussels
Premiere at Darmstadt Ferienkurse, Germany
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Comments continued
Fabrice Moinet in email: "A title proposition:
- Polyphonic [scores] I like that the word score gives a
nice and safe picture before the listening process. I like
the plurial. It make me thinks of several parts that could
be arranged in different structures.
Now i am reading articles about architecture as a
polyphonic view our the urban development.. and trying
out stuff with our recording.." (Mail 3 September 2019)
"I more and more consider New Polyphonies as the third
part of a trilogy that started when Fabrice Moinet and I
studied ecology and bio-diversity for our milestone piece
What Nature Says. 5 vocalists imitated the sound of
multiplicity in natural habitats in crisis; it was a major
breakthrough for us and the way we doubled 'frames of
listening' by making simultaneously a live audiobroadcast to an adjacent room is something that I would
like New Polyphonies to achieve again, this time by
shifting from concert to installation. It allowed the
audience to listen in various ways to the performers.
Then there was Chorus in CC. A Vocal Gesture, which
we presented in a shared evening with Alvin Lucier, at
MaerzMusik. Here we played with the cast of What
Nature Says joined by 25 more performers, trained by us
in workshops. The performance was inspired by the
stridulations of insects in a cricket-chorus. We worked
with phasings and the interplay between acoustic and
amplified fields in the theater. In New Polyphonies we
turn from nature to the human world but just like in these
other works there is a sense of crisis that is overcome
with a bigger hope: to believe in listening as an ecology
and a tool for transformation." (September 2019)
"To decentralize the singer and put him/her in the larger
picture. We love the singer, but also the microphone that
is his/her instrument. We love sound, but also the
loudspeaker that diffuses it. We love the action on the
stage, but also the listener on the chair, who equally is
active in his/her own way. We love the chair even though
it will be replaced later in an intermission by a cushion,
but we love the cushion too as it allos for a different
listening-position and therefore attitude. The shift from
concert to installation is therefore not a very radical
difference or the playing out of opposites, like the live
and the recorded, the concert and its mechanical
afterlife; it's a shift in consciousness. We alternate, we
substitute, because we want to experience a process
from different angles with the recognition of every
element that plays part. (27 june, 2019, Residence La
Pratique upon invitation of Myriam Pruvot)
"I just had a talk with Myriam Pruvot about a work as an
eco-system. Very inspiring." (July 2019)

